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evaluatess the static analysis of an isotropic rectangular plate with various boun
boundary
This work evaluate
dary conditions. The
direct variation method according to Ritz is used to obtain the total potential energy of the plate by employing the
function
static elastic theory of plate. The shape func
tion of fourth order for the plate under uniformly distributed load for
various boundary conditions were formulated using the characteristic orthogonal polynomials (COP)
(COP),, which is also
orthogonal
known as product of ortho
gonal strips of the plate along the two axes. Analyses of results obtained were compared
with exact results presented in the monograph of Timoshenko and Woinowsky – Krieger. The previous work
equation
adopted shape function in the form of trigonometric series to solve the fourth order governing differential eq
uation
obtaining
platess but also for
of the plate. This work is helpful for obtaini
ng the shape functions not only for simply supported plate
platess with various kinds of support conditions, where the exact method presents intricate and complex
rectangular plate
solution.. Finally, comparison has been done for the coefficients of deflection and moments at various aspect ratio
ratioss
solution
of the plate for different support conditions. The results obtained by the use of the COP in the classical Ritz method
are in close agreement with the results obtained from exact solutions from classical method.
Keywords: Thin Rectangular Plates, Ritz Direct Method, COP, Boundary Condition, Approximate solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Thin plates are common structural elements
employed in many engineering applications and are
subject to a wide variety of excitations, including
acoustic excitations. The problem of a rectangular
plate analysis is of great importance and many papers
[1-5] have been devoted to the subject.
Cauchy and Poisson, were first to formulate the
problem of plate bending based on general equations
of theory of elasticity [1]. They obtained the governing
differential equation for deflections that coincides
completely with the well-known Germain – Lagrange
equation. However, the first satisfactory theory of
bending of plates is associated with Navier, who
considered the plate thickness in the general plate
equation as a function of rigidity. He also introduced
an “exact” method, which transformed the differential
equation into algebraic expressions by the use of
Fourier trigonometric series [1].
Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [2], published a
fundamental monograph that represented a profound
analysis of various plate bending problems where
Fourier trigonometric series were applied [2].
* Corresponding Author, Tel: +234+234-8035430951

Trigonometric series can be used to formulate
approximate shape function for a plate, whose four
edges are simply supported or clamped. It can also be
used for a plate whose opposite edges are clamped
and the other opposite edges are simply supported
[2]. However, it is extremely difficult to formulate a
shape function for plates using trigonometric series
when opposite edges are clamped and simply
supported like propped cantilever beams. Examples of
plates, whose shape function cannot be formulated
using trigonometric series, include thin rectangular
plate clamped on adjacent near edges and simply
supported on adjacent far edges (SSCC), plate with all
edges clamped with only a far short edge simply
supported (SCCC), plate with all edges simply
supported with one near short edge clamped (CSSS),
plate with two edges simply supported with one edge
clamped and the other fixed (SSCF), etc [3]. Some
other boundary conditions make it difficult to use the
trigonometric series [1, 4-5].
Nwoji [6] and Okonkwo [7] resorted to the use of
element method plate bending problems. The FEM
considers this continuum of a plate as an assembly of
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finite site particles and the overall response of such a
system is obtained by formulating simultaneous
algebraic equations that can be readily solved by a
computer. If one is using element method, the more
the number of elements used in the analysis the closer
the approximate solution to the exact solution. Hence,
when a plate has to be divided into several elemental
plates for an accurate solution to be reached, then the
extensive analysis is involved, requiring enormous
time to be invested [3]. .
Baffah [8] analysed thin rectangualar isotropic plates
by polynomials function using engergy method. Umeh
[9] analysed both isotropic and orthotropic plates
using spline functions. Polynomial method of Eigenvalue problem can effectively handle Eigen-value
equations containing consistent mass. However,
solution using Polynomial method becomes
intractable when the size of the matrix is up to 4 x 4
[3].
Ventsel and Krauthermer [1], Ugural [4] and Okafor &
Oguaghamba [10] applied Ritz and Galerkin’s methods
to solve isotropic and orthotropic plate problems.
Their results are very close to those exact solutions.
The monographs by Timoshenko and Young, Den
Hartog, Thompson [14] contains a comprehensive
analysis and design considerations of free and forced
vibrations of plates of various shapes. Vanam, B. C.,
Rajyalakshmi, M., & Inala, R [15] used finite element
method (FEM) with 4 X 4 mesh size to analyze an
isotropic plate with hole. They equally presented a
mat lab program and experimental results which they
used to compare the result of plate deflection with
exact solution results of different plate thickness
In this work, a comprehensive method is presented for
the numerical solution of the thin rectangular plate’s
problem under uniformly distributed loads and
different boundary conditions. The method is based
upon the classical series expansion of polynomial to
the fourth order and found to be easier and more
effective.

2. RITZ DIRECT VARIATIONAL METHOD IN THIN
RECTANGULAR PLATE PROBLEM
Ritz [11] Method belongs among the so-called direct
variational methods that are commonly used. Direct
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methods application in thin rectangular plates
provides solutions of deflections, forces, stresses, etc
of the plate by employing conformable shape function
to the minimum total potential energy of the plate
only. It does not require the governing differential
equation solution.
According to the Ritz [11] method, the deflection
surface of the plate is approximated by a series of the
form:
P(Q, R) = T UV WX (Q, R)

(1)

Where WX (Q, R) are some coordinate functions that
satisfy individually, at least, the kinematic boundary
conditions and Ci are unknown constants to be
determined from the minimum potential energy
principle.
Introducing the expression for P(Q, R) in the form of
series into the total potential energy of a plate, we
obtain after integrating the total potential energy over
the surface area of the plate as a function of the
unknown coefficients Ci:
Y = Y(Z[ , Z\ , Z] , … Z_ )
( 2)
Therefore, the extremum problem of the calculus of
variations is transformed into the maximum–
minimum problem of differential calculus. The latter
problem, in turn, is solved by satisfying the following:
`Y
`Y
`Y
`Y
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
=0
(3)
`Z
`Z\
`Z]
`Z_
Equations (3) represent a system of linear nonhomogeneous algebraic equations for Ki. The solution
of this system, being substituted into the expression of
the shape function, yields a final solution of the
problem shown in (4).
It is evident that the accuracy of the Ritz [11] method
depends considerably on how well the assumed
coordinate functions are capable of describing the
actual deflection surface.
3.

CHARACTERISTIC ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
SHAPE FUNCTIONS
The assumed deflection shapes were normally
formulated by inspection and sometimes by trial and
error until Bhat [12] proposed a systematic method of
constructing such functions in the form of COPs. The
restrictions on the series are the following:
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1. They satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions.
2. They are complete.
3. They do not inherently violate the natural boundary
conditions.
When the above conditions are met, the numerical
solutions converge to the exact solution and it
depends also on the number of terms taken in the
admissible series. Different series types, viz.,
trigonometric, hyperbolic, polynomial, give different
results for the same number of terms in the series and
the efficiency of the solution will depend to some
extent on the type of series chosen [13].
According to Bhat [12], the displacement function for
the rectangular plate is therefore assumed as a
product of two functions; one of which is a pure
function of x and the other is of y so that:
u(v, w) = x(v) ∙ z({)
(|)
This approach have been adopted by some authors [25] to propose the deflection function for plates. The
Navier deflection function for SSSS is:
‚

‚

mπx
nπy
W(x, y) = T T C}~ Sin •
• Sin •
•
a
b
}ƒ[ ~ƒ[

The Levy deflection function for SSSS is:
‚

P = P(Q, R) = T „(R) †‡ˆ
…ƒ[

‰YR
Š

(6)

(7)

Consider a rectangular plate of dimension, a, along xaxis and b, along y-axis. If the deflection pattern of the
plate along x is represented by a beam strip
qualitatively and the beam function is taken as f(x).
Similarly, the corresponding beam function along y is
taken as G(y).
The displacement function for the rectangular plate is
therefore assumed as a product of two functions; one
of which is a pure function of x and the other is of y so
that Equation (5) is satisfied.
Expressing Equation (5) in the form of nondimensional parameters, say R and Q for x and y
S/No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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directions respectively, we obtain Equation (8.0) and
(9.0).
a
(8)
x = aR; y = bQ; P = and a = P
b
‚

‚

‚

w(R, Q) = Œ(R) ∙ G(Q) = T •… R × T B~ Q~
‚

= T T •… B~ R… Q~

…ƒ[

…

}ƒ[ _ƒ[

~ƒ[

(9)

For a beam with an arbitrary support condition
subjected to a uniformly distributed load along an
arbitrary direction, it can be seen that due to this
applied load, reactive forces such as, moments and
reactions will develop at its supports and the
deflection function for such a beam will be a fourth
order function. This suggests that the polynomial of
Equation (9) is a fourth order function. Expanding
Equation (9) to 4th series:
‚

‚

w(R, Q) = T T •… B~ R… Q~ = Œ(R). G(Q)
}ƒ[ _ƒ[

= (Ai + A[ R + A\ R\ + A] R]
+ Ab Rb )(Bi + B[ Q + B\ Q\ + B] Q]
+ Bb Qb )
( 10)
The coefficients Am and Bn of the series are determined
from the boundary conditions at the edges of the plate.
The shape functions are given in Table 1 for different
boundary condition of plate.

4. RITZ COEFFICIENTS, K, FOR PLATES OF DIFFERENT
SUPPORT CONDITIONS
Putting the Equations in Table 1 into the total
potential energy equation for a thin rectangular
isotropic plate under uniformly distributed lateral
load, q, according to Ritz [11] Method (Equation (4))
at q = 0.3, the following results given in Table 2 are
established for the shape function coefficient, K, for
different support conditions.

Table 1: Shape Functions for Different Boundary Conditions of Plate

Support
Condition
SSSS
CCCC
CSSS
CCSC
CSCS
CCSS

off Technology,
Nigerian Journal o

Deflected Shape Function

•(f, g) = Z(f − 2f ] + f b )(g − 2g ] + gb )
•(Q, R) = Z(f \ − 2f ] + f b )(g\ − 2g] + g b )
•(f, g) = Z(f − 2f ] + f b )(1.5g − 2.5g] + g b )
•(f, g) = Z(R\ − 2R] + Rb )(1.5g − 2.5g] + g b )
•(Q, R) = Z(R − 2R] + Rb )(g\ − 2g] + g b )
•(f, g) = Z(1.5f − 2.5f ] + f b )(1.5g − 2.5g] + g b )
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Table 2: K – Values for Shape Functions for Different Boundary Condition of Plate

Support
Condition

S/no
1

K- value for deflected shape function

dab
Pb
l
p
j 5.90476 + 5.90476P b + 11.7959P \
dab
Pb
l
p
j 1.14282 + 1.14282P b + 0.65304P \
dab
Pb
l
p
j 1.8095 + 4.42855Pb + 762.9900P \
dab
Pb
l
p
j 2.4127 + 1.14282Pb + 241.3066P \
dab
Pb
l
p
j 1.14285 + 5.90475P b + 2.77545P \
dab
mb
l
p
j 2.4126 + 2.4126Pb + 126962.2222P\

SSSS

2

CCCC

4

CCSC

6

CCSS

3

CSSS

5

CSCS

Design Factor of deflection, α for
SSSS Plate

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The design factors • Šˆ` ‘ for deflection and bending
respectively of rectangular plates at varying aspect
ratio, p, are obtained using equations (Tables 1 and 2)
as given in the previous sections at the centre of the
plate. Various rectangular plates boundary conditions
such as, all round simply supported plate (SSSS), all
round clamped rectangular plate (CCCC), rectangular
plate clamped on two opposite short edges and simply
supported on two opposite long edges (CSCS)) are
considered and results compared with exact solution
presented by Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger
[2].

Figures 1 through 3 are the curves of design factors •,
β“ and β” . They present good interpretations of the
two results.
From Figure 1, it is clear that the results obtained
herein agree very well with that of exact solution by
Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [2]. The
disparity between the two curves or an average
percentage difference of 7.0181% is very negligible.
Hence, the approximating function according to the
characteristic orthogonal polynomial can be used in
confidence for analysis of deflection of a plate with all
edges simply supported.

Timoshenko and Woinowsky-krieger (1959)
Present Study
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Figure 1: Relationship Between Design Factor •, Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate SSSS
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Design Factor of Bending about
X - direction for SSSS Plate
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Figure 2: Relationship Between Design Factor ‘– , Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate SSSS

Design Factor of Bending about y
- direction for SSSS Plate
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Figure 3: Relationship Between Design Factor ‘— , Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate SSSS

Figures 2 and 3 equally validates these COP functions
for rectangular plates analysis. Though the disparity
between the curves in bending is obvious. It does not
invalidate the results, since the values from the
present solution are upper bound results, which will
not put the structure being designed in danger. Hence,
the approximating function according to characteristic
orthogonal polynomial can be used reliably for
analysis of a plate with all edges simply supported.
Figures 4 through 6 are the curves of design factors •,

off Technology,
Nigerian Journal o

β“ and β” . They present good interpretations of the
two results.
From Figure 4, it can be seen that the results obtained
in this work agree very well with that of exact
solution by Timoshenko and Woinowsky – Krieger [2].
The disparity between the two curves or an average
percentage difference of 7.7867% is very negligible.
Hence, the approximating function according to the
characteristic orthogonal polynomial can be used in
confidence for analysis of deflection of a plate with all
edges clamped.
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Figure 4: Relationship Between Design Factor •, Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate CCCC
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- direction for CCCC Plate
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Figure 5: Relationship Between Design Factor ‘– , Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate CCCC

Design Factor of Bending about y direction for CCCC Plate
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Figure 6: Relationship Between Design Factor ‘— , Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate CCCC

Figures 5 and 6 equally validates these COP functions
for rectangular plates analysis. Though the disparity
between the curves in bending is obvious. It does not
invalidate the results, since the values from the
present solution are upper bound results, which will
not put the structure being designed in danger.
Hence, the approximating function according to
characteristic orthogonal polynomial can be used
reliably for analysis of a plate with all edges clamped.
Figures 7 through 9 are the curves of design factors •,
β“ and β” . They present good interpretations of the
two results.
From Figure 7, it can be seen that the results obtained
in this work agree very well with that of exact solution

by Timoshenko and Woinowsky – Krieger [2].
The disparity between the two curves is very
negligible. Hence, the approximating function
according to the characteristic orthogonal polynomial
can be used in confidence for analysis of deflection of
a plate clamped on two opposite short edges and
simply supported on two opposite long edges. The
missing result in the figure indicates the paucity of
literature for such a plate.
Figures 8 and 9 equally validates these COP functions
for rectangular plates analysis, as the behavior of the
two solutions are relatively parallel to one another.
The missing result in the figure indicates the paucity
of literature for such a plate.

Design Factor of deflection, α for
CSCS Plate
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Figure 7: Relationship Between Design Factor •, Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate CSCS
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Figure 8: Relationship Between Design Factor ‘– , Against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate CSCS
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Design Bending about ydirection, ᵝy for CSCS Plate
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Figure 9: Relationship Between Design Factor ‘— , against Aspect Ratio, P for Plate CSCS

5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this work, the following
conclusions could be drawn:
i. Characteristic orthogonal polynomial based derived
shape functions for rectangular plates are satisfactory
in approximating the deformed shape of thin
rectangular plates of various boundary conditions.
ii. Direct variation principle (based on Ritz method) can
be used in confidence to satisfactorily analyze real time
rectangular thin plates of various boundary conditions
under lateral loadings.
iii. The results obtained herein are very close to the exact
results obtained by previous research work that used
trigonometric method of analysis of plates.
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